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1 Introduction 

This report discusses an algorithm for the determination of the composition of the instruments in terms 

of modules in the context of the “Integration of European Social Surveys” project. The idea in this 

project is to reorganise the European Social Surveys, with the aim to (i) decrease response burden, (ii) 

decrease data collection cost, (iii) increase the potential for analysis and (iv) increase flexibility, in the 

following way: 

The set of all variables available in the nine European Social Surveys are split into m mutually 

exclusive groups of 10-15 variables, called “modules”. Let them be denoted by 



M1,...,Mm  and let 



 a  

denote number of variables contained in module 



M a . These modules are then distributed across k 

different instruments 



I1,...,Ik , in a way that each instrument 



I j  consists of a fixed set of 



m j  

modules, the set of which is given by 



 j  M1,...,Mm . A certain module may be present in many 

instruments.  Let 



ka  denote the number of instruments containing module 



M a , while 



a  I1,...,Ik  

denotes the set of instruments with this property. 

Then, in each Member state a probability sample of size n is drawn, which we call the “master-

sample”, which is split randomly into K sub-samples 



S1,...,SK , of sizes 



n1,...,nK . The j-th sub-sample 

is associated with an instrument (usually, but not necessarily
1
, in a one-to-one association, i.e. 



k K  ) 

and all sample units in this sub-sample are to respond to all items in the instrument (except in cases of 

routing).  

In this document, assuming as given  

 Certain criteria, which specify which combinations of modules should be simultaneously 

included in some instrument, as follows: 

- list of modules to be forced in all/some instruments (concerning mainly modules to be 

used for calibration or for alignment across surveys), 

- mandatory crossings required for the analysis of joint distribution of variables, 

- dependencies between modules,  

- thematic groups of modules, which should be administered together, but may move as 

a block from instrument to instrument, 

- possibly, groups of modules, which should be tied to specific instrument (may not be 

removed from it). 

                                                      
1
  By not enforcing k=K, we allow the exact same instrument to be surveyed at different periods, 

using different samples. 
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the goal is to provide guidelines on how to determine the composition of the instruments in terms of 

modules, so that 

 the crossing criteria are respected,  

 the frequencies of modules are respected 

 the instruments are manageable in their number, 

 the instruments have a reasonable questionnaire size  

 the instrument composition is appropriate 

The criteria described above will be discussed in detail below. It is however clear in advance that they 

will constitute a set of “Minimal requirements on the instrument composition”: It is obvious that 

more than one – and typically a very large number – of possible solutions will satisfy these 

requirements. Thus, it is still an open problem how to choose among them. It is for this reason that this 

document suggests that the goal described above is integrated into an optimisation problem, which 

will seek to optimise an objective function, such as a cost function, under all those “compositions of 

instruments” fulfilling the “minimal requirements”. As any reasonable objective function will depend on 

the sample sizes of the sub-samples to which instruments are administered, the procedure should 

optimise simultaneously over them as well. Therefore constraints on sample sizes also enter the 

problem. In deliverable “D2. Define sample size determination procedures”, we show how – given the 

instrument composition – precision requirements on the modules might be translated into constraints 

of total (across instruments) module sample size and how costs (representing survey costs and 

response burden) can be minimised under such constraints. 

Therefore, the “integrated problem” to be resolved in this document reads:  

Assuming as given  

 the precision requirements – or, equivalently, sample size constraints – on each module and 

on “mandatory crossings”, i.e. on combinations of modules
2
, 

optimise an appropriately chosen objective function among all 

 instrument compositions fulfilling the above “Minimal requirements” and all 

                                                      
2
 Note that a mandatory crossing makes sense only together with a constraint on the precision 

required, or equivalently on the minimal sample size for the modules involved. Without it, the problem 

can easily degenerate into a non-informative solution with a too small sample size for the crossing. 
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 total sample sizes and sample allocations to the sub-samples, fulfilling the precision 

requirements of all modules and mandatory crossings. 

Below we first consider these elements one by one and then we propose a possible solution to the 

problem. 

The report is organised in three more sections. In section 2 we discuss some preliminary issues 

concerning the instrument composition, such as harmonising the variables, how the different 

frequencies by which modules may be surveyed may be embedded in a common framework, and also 

issues related to horizontal and vertical dependencies across modules, which have consequences on 

their (joint) inclusion in instruments. Their sequencing within an instrument is also discussed. In 

section 3 we discuss the elements of the optimisation problem, i.e. the constraints to be respected 

(precision-sample size, presence of mandatory crossings) and the objective or cost function to be 

minimised. In section 4 we propose an implementation of a stochastic search algorithm, known as 

“Simulated Annealing”, as a way to cope with our highly non-linear optimisation problem: in seeking 

the optimal composition, one starts with some initial composition, which is then randomly perturbed at 

each step. This results in a Markov-chain, which converges to the global minimum of the cost function 

after sufficiently many steps. 

2 Minimal requirements on instrument composition 

2.1 Preliminaries-Assumptions 

Harmonising variables, classifications, populations, reference periods etc. 

The main assumption we need to make before proceeding with further steps in the elaboration of the 

procedure is that all variables (and thus all modules) have been fully harmonised. Although the unique 

title of the module, or even the same wording of a question concerning a variable, may give the 

impression that this task has been accomplished, this is not always the case. In order that the 

variables are identical and interchangeable across instruments it is necessary to have as well: 

 the same wording of the questions 

 the same reference populations, given e.g. by age or other limitations
3
 

 the same reference period 

                                                      
3
 Sometimes a-posteriori corrections are possible between modules from different instruments 

referring e.g. to different age groups. This can be done by restricting attention to the intersection of the 

age groups, and defining derived variables, in a way that they refer to identical populations. This is 

possible if the information on age is available in both instruments with sufficient (identical) detail. 
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 the same definition of domains, as e.g. for questions related to unemployed people (job-

search etc), the definition of “unemployed” is always the same, e.g. the ILO definition. 

 the same detail of classifications, as e.g. occupations by 3-digit ISCO-08. 

It seems that today, there are big differences across existing social surveys in the points previously 

mentioned, even in questions where the title of the “module” is the same across surveys. Those 

differences will have to be resolved prior to the step of actually proceeding with modularisation.  

A prerequisite to any modularisation is a perfect harmonisation across all social surveys of all 

variables, which are to be included in interchangeable modules, in terms of wording, reference -

populations, -domains and -periods, classifications (including the level of detail thereof), etc
4
. 

2.2 Required frequencies for modules 

Once variables and modules are fully harmonised, the next step in building the instruments is to clarify 

the frequency required by each module. This frequency will be a characteristic of the module. Thus, 

if data on a characteristic are needed at least once for each quarter (4 times per year) we will say that 

this module has a “4 times per year”-frequency or, equivalently, a quarterly periodicity. 

Each module will be characterised by its frequency, at which it’s surveying is required. 

For a module of a quarterly periodicity, it is obvious, that at least 4 rounds per year of the same 

instrument are to be organised (at equidistant time points): the module in question must be present in 

each of these 4 rounds. In this document, a key characteristic of each instrument (in addition to the set 

of modules it contains) is the exact period at which it is administered. Take, e.g. an instrument, which 

includes only one module M, on which information on a quarterly basis is required, e.g. the 

unemployment module. In our understanding here, this will induce four instruments 



I1,...,I4 , 

containing the same module M, each surveyed at the corresponding quarter
5
. We will thus distinguish 

between otherwise identical instruments by the period at which they are administered.  

Each instrument will therefore be characterised by its frequency, at which (the core of) the 

instrument will be surveyed in different rounds. While the notation allows the same instrument to be 

                                                      
4
 This is not an issue in practice for domain specific variables which appear in only one survey. 

5
 Alternatively we could introduce notation, which would distinguish the underlying modules from each 

other: unemployment in Q1 would be 



M1, unemployment in Q2 would be 



M 2, etc. Then, we could 

define 



I1  M1 , 



I2  M2 , etc. This notation would, however, mean that for each module of 

quarterly periodicity, one would have to induce four new modules. This would multiply, e.g., all 

quarterly modules by four, and further call for new restrictions, to ensure that the composition of 

instruments containing modules, which refer to different quarters, is similar in it’s core. 
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administered at different periods, we will, for algorithm simplicity, assume that different rounds of 

surveying “the same” instrument are regarded  as different instruments (for the purposes of this 

document). This will allow additional modules of other frequencies may be included in some, but not 

necessarily all, periods at which the instrument is surveyed. We will therefore also speak of a “set of 

instruments administered at some frequency”. For each period (granularity determined by module 

having the highest required frequency) during the “planning” period under consideration (e.g a 2 years 

period) and each frequency (required by some module) a pre-specified
6
 number of instruments will be 

assumed to be requested
7
, thus also keeping their number manageable. For denoting them, we may 

use double indexing, i.e. denote them by 



I i, j , where the first index enumerates different sets of 

instruments, whereas the second enumerates the members of the set, i.e. the various rounds (or 

phases) of surveying the instrument within the planning period, as in the example that follows. 

Example: Thus, let us assume that for a two-year planning period there is e.g. one quarterly set of 

instruments, inducing 8 individual instruments 



I1,1,...,I1,8 one for each quarter. Assume that, 

additionally, there is one set of instruments with semestrial periodicity, inducing 4 individual 

instruments, one for each semester, 



I2,1,...,I2,4 ,  and one more set of yearly periodicity, with two 

members 



I3,1,...,I3,2, then in total there are 14 instruments (some of which may be identical in 

composition) spread over the two year period. 

Their positioning during  the planning period might look like this: 

 

Table1. Example: Instruments available over the two year planning period 

Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y2:Q1 Y2:Q2 Y2:Q3 Y2:Q4 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I1,3  



I1,4  



I1,5  



I1,6  



I1,7  



I1,8  

 



I2,1   



I2,2   



I2,3   



I2,4  

  



I3,1     



I3,2   

 

                                                      
6
 One may, however, try a number of different options with different numbers of allowed instruments 

per frequency and choose the one with the minimal cost. Thus this limitation is not truly restrictive. 

7
 In other words, before the optimisation algorithm described below determines the actual composition 

of each instrument, we thus decide (based on the various constraints as well as our preferences) 

exactly how many different instruments there should be for each period. 
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We assume that each module of a given frequency should be included in all rounds (phases) of 

at least one set of instruments surveyed with this frequency, or, more generally, in what we call a 

complete set of instruments for the module. This latter is defined as follows: 

Let a module have a certain periodicity. A set of instruments is complete for the module if it may be 

written as a union of subsets, each of which has the property that its’ elements are surveyed with 

equally long disjoint reference time-intervals, such that: 

 when the intervals are ordered in time, the mid-points of two successive ones have a distance 

equal to the period of the module.  

 no further interval within the planning period with the above property can be added. 

Thus, e.g., a subset of a set of instruments surveyed monthly, which contains the surveys of the 

months January, April, July and October is complete for a quarterly module. The subset of the 

instruments surveyed in February, May, August, November is also complete for the same module. A 

set of instruments surveyed quarterly, is obviously also complete for the same module. 

The case that a module is included in an instrument with a lower frequency is excluded. If it is, 

nevertheless, desired to do so for some module, e.g. in order to cross it with a variable appearing only 

in low frequency instruments, then this module should be duplicated and appear in the list of modules 

once with the high frequency and once with the lower one
8
. 

In the above example a module requiring a quarterly periodicity has only one option: to participate to 

all 8 of the quarterly set of instruments. A module requiring a yearly periodicity has six options: the two 

set of instruments with yearly frequency, and any of the four phases of the trimester set of instruments. 

In the table that follows we continue the example above by describing the various complete sets for 

modules with various frequencies. 

                                                      
8
 This constraint is due to technical reasons concerning the control of sample size requirements in 

high frequency modules. It can be easily overcome by the duplication indicated and is thus not truly 

restrictive. Note that if a module and its “duplicate” are surveyed with the same reference period (e.g. 

from two contemporaneous instruments), then, after the sample sizes have been determined, the two 

modules may be treated as identical again for estimation purposes. Thus, if e.g. the unemployment 

module, called “UNEMP” is included in the quarterly set of instruments 



I1,...,I4  and a duplicate of it, 

called “UNEMPcopy”, is to be crossed with some modules in a survey, which is conducted in the 

second quarter, then obviously  “UNEMPcopy” is a sample from the same distribution as “UNEMP” in 



I2  (only!), and these two variables may be pooled for estimation and alignment purposes. 
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Table2. Example (continued): Complete set of Instruments for modules of various frequencies 

  Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y2:Q1 Y2:Q2 Y2:Q3 Y2:Q4 

Module Frequency 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  



I1,5  



I1,6  



I2,3  



I1,7  



I3,2  



I1,8  



I2,4  

M1 quarterly 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

M2 semestrial 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

M3 semestrial 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

M4 semestrial 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

M5 yearly 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M6 yearly 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

M7 yearly 0 0 1 0 0 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

 

 

From the above discussion it is obvious that it is of primary importance to specify which frequency 

is really needed for which module, in order to have some margin for flexible choices. Thus, if e.g. in 

the above example, for all modules currently belonging to the LFS a quarterly periodicity is required, 

and if only one set of instruments is surveyed with this frequency, then they will all be forced into this 

set of instruments, leaving no further room for alternative choices. This task of distinguishing the 

required frequency for each module will involve the distinction of characteristics into more structural 

(more smooth ones) and those, which are more cyclical or seasonal, or for any other reason more 

fluctuating. It is obvious that the first ones need less frequent sampling. 

2.3 Restrictions on instrument-participation of modules 

In setting up the composition of instruments in terms of modules there are certain relations among 

modules, which need to be taken into account, mainly in the interest of arriving at instruments of an 

appropriate composition. These relations induce vertical and horizontal dependencies between the 

modules, such that certain modules should be included in all instruments, some others may be 

considered to belong together and should therefore be simultaneously included in any instrument. 

Vertical dependencies across modules: modules to be included in many instruments 
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There are certain modules, which – for a variety of reasons, related to some sort of vertical 

dependency across modules – should be included either in an important number of instruments or, 

possibly, in certain instruments only: 

 Modules containing variables, usually categorical ones, with known population totals by 

category, which are often used as auxiliaries in calibration, such as e.g. demographic 

variables). As calibration increases precision in estimation of correlated variables and as we 

are interested in bringing together information from different instruments, it is advisable to be 

able to calibrate them all using the same auxiliaries. Therefore it is strongly recommended to 

consider the inclusion of such modules into all instruments. 

 Modules containing variables, which are strong candidates for being aligned across sub-

samples.  This is the case e.g. if their population totals are unknown (thus these variables 

cannot be used as auxiliaries), whereas they are strongly correlated with other variables of 

interest. (A candidate with these properties would e.g. be the employment status). Then, 

aligning the estimation of the former variables across surveys (see deliverable D1 of this 

project) will increase the precision in estimating them, and also, possibly, in estimating 

quantities of correlated variables. Therefore it is strongly recommended to consider the 

inclusion of modules containing such variables into all instruments. 

 Modules containing key variables, on which replying to other modules depends. Thus e.g. 

an important part of LFS questions depends on the working status: certain questions concern 

working people, certain other questions concern unemployed people. Therefore the block of 

questions determining the working status is a key module for further routing. Note that it 

makes no sense to merge it with all questions for employed and unemployed people, unless 

one intends to produce one module covering a very big part of the LFS. Moreover, one may 

wish to decide that this module should play a key routing role in other instruments as well, 

which is a further reason why this module should remain independent and should, possibly, be 

included in more instruments as well.  Such key-routing modules may be included in certain 

instruments only, those where they play this role. 

Horizontal dependencies across modules: modules “belonging together” in most instruments 

 In many of the current surveys there are groups of modules, which relate to the same 

thematic block and which are thus logically interrelated. One may obviously, if one so 

wishes, split them into smaller groups and distribute these sub-groups across the new 

instruments, or even dissolve them completely and distribute all individual modules across the 
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new instruments. With this latter option, however, one risks to create instruments consisting of 

a sequence of questions which will  

 jump from one thematic block to another, 

 be confusing for respondents,  

 make it difficult for the questionnaire to focus on certain issues and  

 render training of interviewers difficult. 

It is therefore more advisable to build groups of modules, which somehow belong 

together (in the sense that they concern the same thematic block) and include the whole 

group to the one or the other instrument (see also section 3.3). 

 A further grouping will possibly be implicitly generated by the frequencies of modules and 

instruments: if the highest required frequency is one with quarterly periodicity and if there is 

only one instrument of such periodicity, then all modules with quarterly periodicity will be 

automatically forced into all phases of this instrument, thus building an implicit group. 

2.4 Sequencing of modules within instruments 

The decision on the composition of an instrument – that is, the decision about which modules are 

going to be included at a certain time in it – does not result in an unambiguous definition of the 

instrument. Typically, the modules can be arranged in any possible order, resulting in a very large 

number of possible instruments. These possible instruments are by no means equivalent, since it 

is widely accepted that the ordering of questions is crucial to the success of the survey, in terms of 

response rates, but also in terms of communicating to the respondents the meaning of the 

questions in a unique way. 

There are a number of issues that should be taken in to account when deciding the proper order of 

a given set of modules inside an instrument. 

1. There are cases where a  “natural” order of modules exists: This order is determined by the 

fact that the target population of a module is defined by information collected in another 

module (for example, if the target population of module 



M a  is “ILO inactives”, then obviously 



M a  should follow “employment status” and “looking for job” modules).  

2. It is safe to suppose that, in many cases, several modules that will be included in the same 

instrument are already included –at least as variables- in (the same) existing social survey.  
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In such cases, the “traditional” order of modules already included in social surveys like LFS, 

AES, SILC, etc. can be of help, since this order incorporates the experience and expertise of 

Statistical Institutes in streamlining these surveys. 

Of course, before adopting any sequencing of modules (variables) that is already used in a 

certain social survey, there is a number of important issues to consider:  For example, the 

traditional order is not necessarily the same in all member-states.  In some member states the 

traditional order may have develop over the years without many considerations about the 

optimum sequencing of modules but based on other factors (for example, the time that a 

certain module was introduced in a pre-existing survey). In other cases, it can be the result of 

testing different questionnaire structures. Consequently, the adoption of any pre-existing 

sequencing should be well documented (and of proved efficiency) by pilot surveys or cognitive 

studies, etc. 

3. In several cases (for example, when ‘mixing’ modules from different social surveys) there 

would be no previous experience on proper sequencing of the particular modules.  Survey 

literature and practice provide a number of “rules” concerning the proper sequencing of 

questions in a survey. For example:  

a. For modules including sensitive questions, many researchers suggest that they 

should not be positioned neither in the beginning nor at the very end of the survey (in 

the first case we compromise participation in the rest of the survey while in the 

second, we compromise participation in a next round of the survey)  

b. Thematic transitions between questions (and modules) should be as smooth as 

possible. Instruments that are implemented with questionnaires that jump from one 

unrelated topic to another feel disjointed and are not likely to produce high response 

rates.  

c. It is advisable that modules that are more relevant to respondents are positioned 

earlier in the survey (in order to motivate participation). So, though is difficult to 

implement, it worth considering different sequencing of modules depending on certain 

characteristics of the respondent. For example, if the same instrument includes the 

modules on “Participation in Education” and “Health Status”, then the latter seems 

more relevant for older persons and consequently it would be more plausible to be 

administered first in this group of people (and, conversely, the former seems more 

relevant to younger persons). 

4. In all cases, and before the final decision on the sequence of modules, a testing of the 

instrument is needed in order to identify possible problems.  
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2.5 Limiting the size of instruments 

In order to arrive at a reasonable questionnaire size there are two ways of doing so: 

 The first one is a strict limitation on the number of questions or on the average time 

needed for the questionnaire: only instruments compositions are considered which fulfil this 

limitation, others being automatically excluded. With this option one may easily give lower and 

upper bounds on the questionnaire size. 

 The second one, which is more flexible, is to incorporate the questionnaire size into the 

cost function (see below, section 3.4): the cost function of surveying an instrument depends 

mainly on the sample size, which is multiplied by the unit cost. Unit costs are, however, 

depending on the questionnaire size. Now, one might let the cost increase slowly with the 

number of questions up to a certain desired threshold, or even be constant up to that 

threshold, while cost increases over-proportionately when this threshold is reached. This puts 

pressure on questionnaire size to stay below this threshold, while leaving some flexibility for 

exceptions at the expense of a higher value of the cost function. Questionnaires of too small 

sizes are also excluded with this option, as such solutions cannot be optimal: by shifting 

modules from instruments with long questionnaires to instruments with short questionnaires 

one will reduce costs
9
. 

3 Precision constraints, mandatory crossings and costs 

3.1 Precision constraints and instrument sample size equality 
constraints 

In deliverable “D2” of this project we have shown how precision requirements for each module may be 

translated into sample size requirements, concerning the total sample size of the instruments to which 

a module is contained (provided some initial information on certain parameter of the distribution of the  

variables in the module are available). Thus, if the modules are represented as the rows of a matrix, 

then for the module in the “



i ”-th row the sum of the sample sizes of the instruments to which this 

module is contained should exceed say 



ni
*  to achieve the desired precision. The instruments are 

represented as the columns of the matrix 



A aij  with elements 



aij , such that 



aij 1 if the module in 

row 



i  is contained in the instrument in column 



j , while 



aij  0  elsewhere. Thus, if 



n  n1,...,nK  is the 

                                                      
9
 An exception here is the case where the cost function is locally constant in the questionnaire size. 

But even in this case, one can increase precision of some variables at zero cost by adding modules. 
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vector of the sample sizes at which instruments are surveyed, then the restriction on the module in the 

“



i ”-th row reads: 



An 
i
 ni

* . 

In the context of this document we need some further conventions and clarifications, because there 

are certain aspects which are slightly more complicated than in the context of D2: in this document we 

allow for different frequencies of modules and instruments and, possibly, for arbitrary planning periods. 

It is assumed that this planning period is determined by survey managers, and that the determination 

of the instruments composition is done once for the whole planning period simultaneously for all 

participating instruments. 

The first convention we need is that over the whole period all phases (rounds) of an instrument of a 

certain frequency are always surveyed with the same sample size. These restrictions must be 

added as additional rows in the 



A matrix: for ensuring 



n j  n j  we need an additional row, say 



i0  with 



ai0 , j
1 and 



ai0 , j  1, and 



ai0 , j  0  for 



j  j, j  , while 



ni0

*  0 : the restriction is now 



An 
i0
 0. 

Note that for 2-year period and for an instrument sampled at yearly frequency this would produce one 

restriction and need one additional row in the 



A matrix. For the same period and an instrument 

sampled with quarterly periodicity, we would need 7 restrictions in 7 additional rows of the 



A matrix. 

Thus, for the example in Table 1, the additional rows in the A matrix would looks as follows. 

 

Table 3. Example (continued): The additional rows of the A matrix 

(ensuring sample size equality within certain sets of instruments) 

 Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y2:Q1 Y2:Q2 Y2:Q3 Y2:Q4 

interpretation 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  



I1,5  



I1,6  



I2,3  



I1,7  



I3,2  



I1,8  



I2,4  



n1,1  n1,2 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



n1,1  n1,3 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



n1,1  n1,4  1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



n1,1  n1,5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 



n1,1  n1,6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 



n1,1  n1,7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 



n1,1  n1,8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 



n2,1  n2,2 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



n2,1  n2,3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 



n2,1  n2,4  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
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n3,1  n3,2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 

 

The second convention is that for each row corresponding to the module (or a crossing) in the “



i ”-th 

row 



ni
*  represents the total sample size in all instruments across the whole period. Therefore, 

sample size requirements “per round” have to be multiplied by the number of rounds in the period to 

obtain 



ni
* . 

Thus if the sample size needed to achieve the required precision for a module of quarterly periodicity 

is 10000 per quarter, and if we are considering a 2-year period, then one should set 



ni
*  80000. 

Moreover, we assume that, for achieving the precision required per round, a module may be 

administered in (the corresponding phase of) two different instruments (of appropriate frequencies). 

Let us consider e.g. a module requiring quarterly periodicity and two instruments of quarterly 

periodicity, which both contain this module. Then for estimating a parameter of a variable in the 

module, say for the second quarter, we assume that we may pool the data on this variable for the 

second quarter from both instruments, regardless of which exactly were the reference periods 

of the two instruments during this quarter. (This does not relax the assumption that the various 

phases within each set of instruments should have equidistant reference periods).  

The third convention, is that in order to estimate a parameter (e.g. the mean) concerning a certain 

phase of the periodicity for the variable (e.g. the second semester, for a variable with semester-

periodicity), one may pool data from appropriate phases of different instruments, provided these 

phases of the instruments are included in the reference period of the variable: e.g use data from the 

3
rd

 and 4
th
 quarter form quarterly instruments, which are included in the second semester. 

This is e.g. guaranteed if the parameter of interest is time-averaged during the phase (e.g. average 

unemployment rate during the second semester) and the different instruments are all continuous 

surveys, i.e. their samples are equally distributed during the phase.  

 

3.2 Mandatory crossings 

Mandatory crossings are groups of two or more modules, which are “forced” to be simultaneously 

present in at least some instrument, so that information on their joint distribution is sampled. The 

requirement for mandatory crossings is formulated prior to deciding upon the composition of 

instruments e.g. by domain managers or by people active in research in the relevant domains, and are 

taken into account in the design of this composition.  
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As already remarked in previous sections, a mandatory crossing makes only sense in conjunction with 

a precision or a sample size requirement for the crossing. If not otherwise specified, one might take 

as such a fraction (e.g. a half or a forth) of the minimum of the sample sizes required over all modules, 

which are members of the crossing.  

Similarly, we set the frequency of the crossing to the lowest of the frequencies of the participating 

modules. Also note that if a higher-frequency module is present in the crossing and if we want the 

crossing to be allowed to participate in lower-frequency instruments, we should substitute this higher-

frequency module by a lower-frequency duplicate (see section 2.2).  

Technically, crossings should be added as separate rows in the 



A matrix. Then, if the crossing is 

in the “



i ”-th row, and if the coefficient 



aij 1 for some instrument 



j , then for this instrument (column) 

the coefficients must be equal to 1 for all rows corresponding to the modules which are members of 

the crossing. Then, this row acts as the “restriction” that all variables in the crossing are present in a 

number of instruments, in a way that the sample sizes requirements are satisfied for the marginal and 

the joint distribution. The exact functioning of these restrictions will be described in sections 4.2 and 

4.4, below. The idea is that, whenever a crossing is participating at an instrument, then so do its’ 

members (modules), but not the other way around. So, if for some row corresponding to a 

crossing an element of the A matrix is set to “1”, then this must also be done for all the 

members of the crossing. But if the crossing is set to “0”, the members need not be modified. 

In the example that follows: if a column in the row “M2&M3” has a value of 1, then rows M2 and M3 

have a value equal to 1 for the same columns. But the individual modules may have a value of 1 for 

some column (for a complete set of columns) without this inducing a value 1 for the rows of the 

crossings at which they participate. 

In Table 4 the sample sizes of the sub-samples corresponding to the various instruments are such that 

the restrictions given by 



n*  for each module are satisfied. For crossings 



n*  has been set here to half 

the minimum 



n*  over its members. The restriction for crossing M2&M3 is satisfied, but the restriction 

for crossing M3&M4 is not satisfied: for it to be satisfied for the given composition the sample size 

of the quarterly set of surveys will have to be increased from 50 to at least 83. 
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Table 4. Example (continued): Example of sample size restrictions induced by crossings 

  Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y2:Q1 Y2:Q2 Y2:Q3 Y2:Q4  

Module Frequency 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  



I1,5  



I1,6  



I2,3  



I1,7  



I3,2  



I1,8  



I2,4  



n*  

M2 semestrial 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 920 

M3 quarterly 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1320 

M4 quarterly 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1320 

M2&M3 semestrial 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 460 

M3&M4 quarterly 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 660 ! 

 N 50 50 230 50 120 50 230 50 50 230 50 120 50 230  

 

3.3 Respecting further restrictions on the instrument composition 

In section 2.3 various restrictions on the instrument composition by modules have been mentioned. In 

this section we will discuss how they may me taken care of, e.g., by imposing restrictions on the A 

matrix or by other manipulations. 

 Forcing one module or a group of modules into a (or many) specific instruments 

Note that this might be used in order to force auxiliary variables or other key variables (e.g., for 

aligning surveys between them) into all (or into many) instruments. It may also be used as a way of 

allowing current surveys to retain their identity in the new system of instruments, avoiding thus a 

big bang effect, and allowing a smoother transition. 

We consider the following two cases, which may be of interest: 

Case 1: Force (a group of) modules into certain instruments, while excluding their presence in other 

instruments. This can be done by fixing the elements of the A matrix in the rows corresponding to the 

modules in question to the value equal to “1” in the columns corresponding to the desired instruments, 

while for the other columns the elements in these rows are fixed to “0”: the optimisation algorithm 

presented in section 4, will not be allowed to alter these values.   

Case 2: Force a group of modules into certain instruments, while allowing their presence in other 

instruments. This can be done by fixing, as previously, the elements of the A matrix in the rows 
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corresponding to the modules in question to the value equal to “1” in the columns corresponding to the 

desired instruments, while for the other columns the elements in these rows remain unrestricted.     

Building thematic groups of modules which should move together 

The simplest way of doing so is by substituting in the optimisation procedure the group of modules in 

question by one new, artificially introduced, hyper-module, which would be the union of this group. In 

parallel one might want to introduce copies of some of the member-modules to allow them to be 

included in other instruments individually. 

Alternatively one could keep the individual modules apart and introduce a crossing containing all these 

modules, which would have a relatively high sample size required. 

Dependencies between modules 

The difference of dependencies to crossings is the following: if M is dependent on N, then N must be 

in an instrument whenever M is in the instrument, but not the other way around. Such restrictions 

may be easily implemented by specifying that (in the above example) an A matrix indicating that M is 

in an instrument, but N is not, is excluded (is inadmissible). It is, however, advisable to build a 

crossing, consisting of all modules, which are dependent on each other, with a sample size 

requirement of 0, in order to facilitate the joint inclusion of all these modules into some instrument. 

 

3.4 Cost function 

In deliverable “D2” of this project we discussed in detail the elements of a cost function, which 

represents cost of data collection and response burden. Here we first briefly repeat them and then we 

discuss some alternatives. 

The total cost is given by be the sum of the cost of all instruments: 



C  C jj1

K
 . 

The cost 



C j  of sub-sample “j” is assumed to be approximately equal to  



C j  A j  q 1 j

hh 
 j

pr 

 


n j , 

where 



n j  is the sample size with which instrument 



j  is surveyed, 



q  is the average number of 

persons in a household and the coefficients 



 j

hh 
, 



 j

pr 
 determine unit cost induced for each 

household and person. Finally these unit costs may be assumed to depend in some way on the length 

of the relevant questionnaire, which may be approximated by the sum of length of the involved 

modules: 
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 j
*  0

*  1
* l

M   j
*

 , where “*” stands for (hh) or (pr) 

Here 



l  is the length of module 



M , whereas 



 j

pr 
 is the set of modules concerning persons contained 

in 



I j , while 



 j

hh 
 is the set of modules concerning households contained in 



I j . 

There are variants of these coefficients, which may be of particular interest. One of them is to assume 

that the coefficients 



 j
*  are increasing slowly (e.g. linearly with a small coefficient) or that they are 

constant in the length of the questionnaire, as long as this length is smaller than a certain threshold, 

while the coefficients 



 j
*  are strongly increasing in this length (e.g. with its square) once the length is 

larger than this threshold, so as to implicitly impose a bound in the length of the questionnaire. 

A further modification is based on the idea that the true objective might be a certain mixture between 

minimising cost (including data collection cost and response burden) and maximising “information”, by 

possibly overshooting the precision requirements, provided budget constraints are satisfied. To justify 

this thought think of two ideas: a) The cost function might not have a unique composition achieving the 

global minimum, while among those compositions which do achieve it, there might be differences in 

the information content, the extend to which they “overshoot” required sample size: how much total 

effective sample size of row “



i ”, 



An 
i
, exceeds 



ni
* ; b) Even if this not the case, one might be willing 

to “pay” some extra cost, in order to gain some extra precision. This is a desired property and should 

be taken into account in the objective function. 

Both ideas would be taken into account, if one seeks to minimise a modified objective function which 

penalises for additional cost, but also rewards for precision-overshooting, such as e.g.  



 C jj1

K
  1  wi

An 
i

ni
*

i1

m 

  

where 



m  is the total number of modules and crossings, 



wi  are weighting factors, which allow giving 

more importance to certain modules or crossings (



wi 1
i1

m 

 ), while the parameter 



  0,1  is a 

weighting factor, determining how much cost one is willing to “pay” for some additional precision: with 



 1 additional precision is ignored, while with 



  0 cost and response burden are ignored. Once one 

opts for such an objective function with 



 1, additionally to the restrictions 



An 
i
 ni

* , cost restrictions 

should be added, such as 



C jj1

K
  C jj1

K
 n j C*, for some 



C*. 

One may e.g. first set 



  0, in order to strictly minimise cost, and also in order obtain a first guess for 

the value for 



C* as the minimal possible cost, which does achieve the precision requirements. Then, 

one might repeat the procedure for different values of 



  0,1  (especially at least one small value of 

it) and the same (or modified) values for 



C*. The one would choose the scenario considered to be the 

most appropriate. 
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4 Two step optimisation: Simulated Annealing and Simplex 

The issues discussed in the previous sections result in a number of restrictions on the 



A matrix. For 

being able to refer to them conveniently we will call: 



A admissible if it satisfies the following restrictions  

i. in each row of the matrix, depending on the frequency of  the module (or crossing) in this row, 

the elements for a subset of instruments which is complete for this module (see section 2.2) 

are equal to 1,  

ii. if in some row representing a crossing, the element of the matrix in a column is equal to 1, it 

will be equal to 1 for this column for all rows corresponding to modules which are members 

of the crossing as well. 

iii. possibly additional restrictions related to forcing certain modules or group of modules in 

certain instruments (see section 3.3), to bounds on the questionnaire sizes of each instrument, 

to dependencies across modules etc. 

 

The problem we are seeking to resolve is to minimise an objective (or cost) function  (see section 3.4) 

across: 

 Any composition of instruments represented by an 



A which is admissible  

 any vector of sample sizes  



n  n1,...,nK  which satisfies the precision constraints  

Let us call the objective function 



C  (regardless of whether it also contains the part concerning 

precision overshooting, see section 3.4). It depends on the composition of the instruments, which is 

determined by the matrix 



A, and on the sample sizes 



n. Thus, we have 



C C A,n  and the problem 

is: 



minA,n C A,n , under 



A admissible, 



C A,n C*and 



An 
i
 ni

*  

In deliverable “D2” of this project it was shown that for any given composition of instruments. i.e any 

given 



A, optimising an objective function which is linear in 



n under constraints which are linear in 



n 

as well, is easily accomplished via the simplex algorithm and yields an optimal sample size allocation 



n
opt  nopt

A . With this our problem actually becomes a minimisation problem in 



A: 



minA C A,nopt
A   under 



A admissible, 



C A,nopt
A  C*and 



An
opt
A  

i
 ni

*  

The space to which 



A may belong to a subspace of 



0,1 
K m 

 the space of all sequences of zeros (“0”) 

and ones (“1”) of length 



K m , the number of instruments times the number of modules and crossings. 
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The size of this space depends exponentially on this figure. For this reason the space cannot be 

searched exhaustively to find the minimum. As the objective function is, moreover, not a linear 

function in 



A, the problem cannot be resolved by linear programming. This is exactly the rationale for 

selecting a feasible solution, a stochastic search algorithm. Such algorithms are smart ideas of how 

to “search” along a random path in a space, in a way that –according to theory– there are good 

chances that the minimum will be found (even if the space is not sought exhaustively). Such an 

algorithm, which is flexible enough for coping with restrictions as the ones we are facing, is “Simulated 

Annealing”: It is extensively used in optimisation problems, especially those which are difficult to solve, 

such as combinatorial problems with large configuration space (see e.g. Mitra et. al., 1986
10

). These 

problems seem to have properties similar with certain physical processes. Annealing is a process for 

growing crystals by slowly lowering the temperature of a molten fluid. 

Simulated Annealing is implemented in the following way, setting 



C A C A,nopt
A  . After having 

calculated the required sample sizes for each module and starting with some arbitrary (but admissible) 



A0  matrix, repeat the following steps until no further cost reductions are achieved.  

 in each step 



t  the “current” 



At  is randomly perturbed to 



At1 (provided



At1 is admissible) 

 



nt1
opt  nopt

At1  is obtained via the Simplex algorithm (as indicated in deliverable D2 of this 

project) for the new candidate state 



At1, which allows calculation of 



C At1 . 

 If by the proposed perturbation of the previous “state” the cost decreases, i.e. 



C At1 C At  

the step is accepted.  

 If the cost increases, i.e. 



C At1 C At , then the step may still be accepted with a certain 

probability, which is given by 



exp  C At1 C At   Tt . Here the “temperature” 



T t  is strictly 

decreasing towards zero at a logarithmic rate, e.g. 



Tt   log t  t0 1 . This is done in order 

that the process is allowed to climb out of local minima, so that it can converge towards the 

global minimum. However, this becomes increasingly “less-probable” as temperature 

decreases with time. This enforces convergence as the system “cools down”.  

 If the step is accepted, then 



At1 is the new current state and the new sample size allocation 

is given by 



nt1
opt  nopt

At1 . 

The main difficulty in defining such an algorithm is the appropriate random perturbation of 



At  into 



At1: this must be done in a way that a certain reversibility property is respected: the conditional 

probability of a perturbation from some composition into another must be symmetric in the two 

                                                      
10

 (Mitra, D., Romeo, F. and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, A. (1986), Convergence and Finite-time Behavior 

of Simulated Annealing, Adv. Appl. Prob. 18, 747-771) 
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arguments (initial- and end-sate). Below we propose such a “random perturbation” mechanism, which 

at least in simple cases, which may be overseen more easily, respects this reversibility property.  

We consider our proposals for the random perturbation of the composition of instruments in the 

following cases below, in steps of increasing complexity. The realistic case, which we will actually be 

interested in, is the last one. 

4.1 Unique frequency, no crossings 

We first assume for simplicity that we are dealing with modules, which all have the same frequency 

(say e.g. yearly) and –without restricting generality– assume further that the period we are interested 

in equals the period of the frequency (here: a year). (If this were not the case, i.e. if we were 

considering a two year period, one would simply have to do changes of the A matrix for all periods, i.e. 

both years, simultaneously). 

The admissibility properties, which are to be respected, are that in each row (module) of the A-matrix, 

there is at least one element of the matrix, which is equal to one. 

Our proposal for perturbing 



At  into 



At1 at a certain step is given by: 

 Choose randomly a row (module) “



i0”, from the uniform distribution on 



1,...,m . 

 Choose randomly a column (instrument) “



j0”, from the uniform distribution on 



1,...,K . 

 Switch 



a i0 , j0
 otherwise, i.e. set 



a i0 , j0
 1a i0 , j0  

 If 



At1 is not admissible (i.e., e.g., all instruments are “switched off” in row “



i0”), discard 



At1 

and set 



At1 At . 

This procedure is illustrated in the following Table 5: 

Table 5. Altering the A matrix (unique module frequency /no crossings) 

The shaded cell has been randomly selected in step “t”. 

   A-matrix in step t A-matrix proposed for step t+1 

   Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 

  Col: j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Mod

ule 

Fr/cy Row: i 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2

 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2

 

M5 yearly 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

M6 yearly 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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4.2 Unique frequency, with crossings 

This situation is similar to the one of the previous section, with the only difference that now crossings 

of modules may be present: each of the rows 



i  m1,..., m   represents a crossing with specified 

modules as members, each of which is also present in a row, which belongs to 



1,...,m , of the matrix. 

For admissibility we now have a further property to respect: if an instrument is “switched on” for a 

crossing, then it must also be “switched on” for all the members of the crossing. 

Our proposal for perturbing 



At  into 



At1 at a certain step is given by: 

 Choose randomly a row (module or crossing) “



i0”, from the uniform distribution on 



1,..., m  . 

 Choose randomly a column (instrument) “



j0”, from the uniform distribution on 



1,...,K  

 If a single module was chosen (i.e. in row “



i0” there is a single module), then 

o Switch 



a i0 , j0
 otherwise. 

o Check all crossings containing the module in row “



i0”: if any one of them, say the one 

in row “



i1”, has 



a i1 , j0
1, then set 



a i0 , j0
1. 

o Check that for at least one 



j  1,...,K  we have that 



a i0 , j
1. If not, discard 



At1 and 

set 



At1 At . 

 If a crossing was chosen (i.e. in row “



i0” there is a crossing), then 

o If 



a i0 , j0
 0 , then let 



L  be the number of rows, which contain modules which are 

members of the crossing considered (the one in row “



i0”), but which are not members 

of others crossings, which (other crossings) are currently “switched on” (for which 



a i, j0
1).  Then, with probability 



1 2 
L
: set 



a i0 , j0
1 and also set 



a i, j0
1 for all rows 

“



i ”, which contain modules which are members of the crossing, else (i.e with 

probability 



1 1 2 
L

) set 



At1 At . 

o If 



a i0 , j0
1, then set 



a i0 , j0
 0 .  

 Also set, with probability equal to 



1 2,



a i, j0
 0  for all rows “



i ”, which contain 

modules which are members of the crossing, but which are not members of 

others crossings, which are currently “switched on” (for which 



a i, j0
1). 

 Check that for at least one 



j  1,...,K  we have that 



a i0 , j
1. If not, discard 



At1 and set 



At1 At . 

 If 



At1 is not admissible, discard it and set 



At1 At . 

The procedure in the case of randomly having selected a crossing, which is “switched off”, is 

illustrated in the following Table 6: 
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Table 6. Altering the A matrix (unique module frequency /with crossings) 

The shaded cell has been randomly selected in step “t”. 

   A-matrix in step t A-matrix proposed for step t+1 

   Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 

  Col j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Module Fr/cy Row 

i 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  

M5 yearly 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

M6 yearly 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

M5&M6 yearly 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 

4.3 Mixed frequency, no crossings 

If more that one frequencies are allowed for modules and surveying of instruments, the admissibility 

properties, which are to be respected, are that in each row of the A-matrix, corresponding to a module 

(or a crossing) of a certain frequency, there is at least one set of instruments which is complete for this 

module (see section 2.2), such that the elements of the matrix (in this row), are equal to one for all 

columns corresponding to this set. This means: if the module is of quarterly frequency, then there is an 

instrument sampled quarterly, all quarters of which contain the module. Or, there is e.g. an instrument 

with monthly periodicity, for which the module is contained in a sequence of months, which differ by a 

quarter from each other, e.g. January, April, July and October.  

We denote the column indices of a set of instruments, which is complete for the module (or the 

crossing) in “



i0”, and to which the instrument in “



j0” belongs, by 



J j0
i0 .  

(If e.g., the module is of quarterly frequency and the complete set of instruments subset of an set of 

instrument surveyed monthly, then, if 



j0 corresponds to the “February” round, then 



J j0
i0  consists of 

the indices corresponding to February, March, August and November). 

Thus, in symbols, our assumption reads: for any module in a row “



i0”, there is some column 



j0  such 

that 



a i0 , j
1 for all



j  J j0
i0 . 

Our proposal for perturbing 



At  into 



At1 at a certain step is given by: 

 Choose randomly a row (module) “



i0”, from the uniform distribution on 



1,...,m . 
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 Choose randomly a column (instrument) “



j0”, from the uniform distribution among all 

instruments which are of an appropriate frequency for this module (same frequency or 

multiple thereof). 

 Switch all phases of this instrument of distance equal to the period of the module in  “



i0” 

otherwise, i.e. if 



a i0 , j0
 0  then set 



a i0 , j
1 for all



j  J j0
i0 , while if 



a i0 , j0
1 then set 



a i0 , j
 0  

for all 



j  J j0
i0 . 

 If 



At1 is not admissible (i.e. all instruments of appropriate frequencies in row 



i0  have been 

“switched off”), discard it and set 



At1 At . 

The procedure is illustrated in the following Table 7. Note that, not only one, but a “complete set of 

instruments” was switched otherwise for the selected module.   

Table 7. Altering the A matrix (mixed module frequencies /no crossings) 

The shaded cell has been randomly selected in step “t”. 

   A-matrix in step t A-matrix proposed for step t+1 

   Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 

  Col: j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7        

Module Fr/cy Row: 

i 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  

M3 smst 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

M4 smst 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

M6 yearly 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

 

4.4 Mixed frequency, with crossings 

We use the notation of section 4.2: single modules correspond to rows 



1,...,m  of the A-matrix, while 

crossings correspond to rows 



m1,..., m . We also use the notion of a “complete set of instruments” 

and the notation 



J j0
i0  for a set of instruments, which is complete for the module in “



i0”, and to which 

the instrument in “



j0” belongs,. 

For admissibility we must respect the following properties:  

 if any phase of an instrument is “switched on” for a crossing, then it must also be “switched 

on” for all the members of the crossing. 
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 for each row of the A-matrix, corresponding to a module (or a crossing) of a certain frequency, 

there is at least one complete set of instruments for this module, which is “switched on”. 

Our proposal for perturbing 



At  into 



At1 at a certain step is given by: 

 Choose randomly a row (module or crossing) “



i0”, from the uniform distribution on 



1,..., m  . 

 Choose randomly a column (instrument) “



j0”, from the uniform distribution among all 

instruments which are of an appropriate frequency for this module (same frequency or 

multiple thereof). 

 If a single module was chosen (i.e. in row “



i0” there is a single module), then 

o Switch otherwise all phases of this instrument, i.e. if 



a i0 , j0
 0  then set 



a i0 , j
1 for 

all



j  J j0
i0 . Similarly, if 



a i0 , j0
1 then set 



a i0 , j
 0  for all



j  J j0
i0 . 

o Check all crossings containing the module in row “



i0”: if for any one of them, say the 

one in row “



i1”, and for any instrument “



j ”, we have 



a i1 , j
1 then set 



a i0 , j
1.  

 If a crossing was chosen (i.e. in row “



i0” there is a crossing), then 

o If 



a i0 , j0
 0 , then let 



L  be the number of rows, which contain modules which are 

members of the crossing considered (the one in row “



i0”), but which are not members 

of others crossings, which (other crossings) are currently “switched on” (for which 



a i, j0
1).  Then, with probability 



1 2 
L
: set 



a i0 , j0
1 and also set 



a i, j0
1 for all rows 

“



i ”, which contain modules which are members of the crossing; do the above for 

all



j  J j0
i0 ; else (i.e. with probability 



1 1 2 
L

) set 



At1 At .  

o If 



a i0 , j0
1, then set 



ai0 , j
 0 , for 



j  j0 and all other instruments of a complete set for 

the crossing in “



i0”, to which the instrument in “



j0” belongs. 

 Also, for all rows “



i ”, which contain modules which are members of the 

crossing, with probability equal to 



1 2 set 



ai, j  0 for all



j  J j0
i0 . 

 Check for all crossings in rows 



i1  m1,..., m :  if 



a i1 , j0
1, then ensure that for 

all rows  “



i2”, corresponding to members of the crossing, we have 



a i2 , j
1 for 

all



j  J j0
i0 . 

 Check that a complete set of instruments is switched on row “



i0” (



a i0 , j
1). If not, discard 



At1 

and set 



At1 At .  

 If 



At1 is not admissible, discard it and set 



At1 At . 
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The procedure in the case of randomly having selected a crossing, which is “switched off”, is 

illustrated in the following Table 8. Note that, not only one, but a “complete set of instruments” 

was switched otherwise for the selected crossing and all its members.   

 

Table 8. Altering the A matrix (mixed module frequencies /with crossings) 

The shaded cell has been randomly selected in step “t”. 

   A-matrix in step t A-matrix proposed for step t+1 

   Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 Y1:Q1 Y1:Q2 Y1:Q3 Y1:Q4 

  Col: j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7        

Module Fr/cy Row: 

i 



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  



I1,1 



I1,2  



I2,1  



I1,3  



I3,1  



I1,4  



I2,2  

M3 smst 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

M4 smst 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

M6 yearly 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

M3&M4 smst 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 


